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Abstract 

Aim The paper aims to study the relevance of human resource accounting as one of the intellectual 

property.   Human resource is an integral part and the most important asset of any business; even then 

from accounting point of view it has not yet made its place in the list of assets in balance sheet. This 

concept is neither fully developed nor there is universal consensus in adoption of it in books of accounts. 

Relevance Accounting is going through a sea change, with the passage of time. The economy is 

changing from manufacturing of goods to the provider of services, where technology has important role to 

play. In such a change where the cost of goods are not important determinant of the survival of business 

rather the investment in research and development, use of technology and the talent of employees are the 

key factors affecting the business. The present paper has relevance to study the measurement problem and 

developments in the field of human resource accounting. 

Methodology The paper presents a theoretical framework as well as some empirical research and recent 

developments in the field of accounting to consider human resource as an asset. 

Findings The paper has presented in detail the developments in the field of human resource accounting. 

As the Companies Act 1956 is replaced by the Companies Act 2013 and introduction of Indian 

Accounting Standard-26 which deals with Accounting of intangible assets and IFRS-3 which relates to 

Business Combinations where the concept of fair value is used to disclose information shows how 

accounting is coming closer to Human Resource Accounting. These developments open the door for its 

recognition and recording of human resource as an asset in the books of account. 

Conclusion and recommendations Although the development in the field of accounting and framing 

of standards has awaken the researchers and accountants to accept human resource as an asset yet it is not 

made mandatory for business to show human resource as an asset by either the Institute of charted 

accountants of India or any law making body at the international level. The paper recommends the law 

making bodies to make it compulsory for every business to show the information regarding human 

resource as an additional unaudited part, in its financial statement to make it more understandable and less 

complex. 
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Introduction 

Earlier the business was confined to local limits and the business transactions were recorded as per the 

accounting rule making of that country, but gradually with the passage of time it was found that 

developed countries have gong far ahead in the field of research in the area of accounting. Globalization 

and liberalization have further accelerated the need of unification of method of accounting in corporate 

world. Now everything has become “GLOCAL” that is global+local.   With the invention and 

advancement of information technology, the entire world is interconnected. In order to raise finance 

companies are listed at stock exchanges of different countries. In order to make investors understand the 

financial statements there must be some uniformity in preparation of accounts of the companies so that 

investors can understand where their money is going to be used. 

  The difference in the reporting of the accounts of different countries makes the financial 

statement difficult to understand. As accounting is the language of business, it would be wise if some 

common understandable method of accounting is used which is globally acceptable. Hence IFRS came 

into picture. 

  An intellectual property is a claim to future revenues that does not have a physical or 

financial measurement. Intellectual property poses features like non physical in nature, capable of 

producing future benefits, protected legally and for valuation purpose the asset must also be readily 

identifiable and capable of being separated from other assets. Unimaginable inventions in the field of 

internet, telephone, mobiles, electricity, pharmaceuticals have grown the importance of intellectual 

property. This paper studies services provided by human beings as one of the intellectual property 

in relation to management of human resources. 

Need of Study 

1. As the Companies Act 1956 is replaced by the Companies Act 2013 and introduction of Indian 

Accounting Standard-26 which deals with Accounting of intangible assets and IFRS-3 which relates to 

Business Combinations where the concept of fair value is used to disclose information shows how 

accounting is coming closer to Human Resource Accounting 

Review of Literature 

1.  Daarsari Pandurangarao, Dr. S. Chand Basha and Devarapalli Rajasekh (April 2013) “A Study 

Of Human Resource Accounting Methods and Practices in India”. International journal of Social 

Sciences and Interdisciplinary Research 

 The article describes the relevance of Human Resource above the other factors of production as 

the skills, creativity and ability of human being can not be replaced by the machines. The paper studies 

the various models of Human Resource and comparative study of Human Resource Accounting of 

INFOSYS was undertaken for the year 2011 and 2012.  

The authors Concludes that despite of many advantages the implementation of Human Resource 

Accounting is at very early stage in Indian organizations. 

2. Dr. Ankita Chaturvedi (April-May 2013) “Human Resource Accounting and Its Impact On 

organizational Growth: (A Case Study Of Steel Authority Of India Limited)”. International 

Indexed and Referred Research Journal ISSN 0975-3486, Volume 4 
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 The above paper throws light on accounting practices in SAIL. Calculation of various ratios viz. 

Revenue factor, Expense Factor, Income factor and Production factor along with its diagrammatic 

analysis reveals the correct picture of Human Resource in SAIL.  

 At the end the author suggested to the company that beside technological up- gradation and 

modernization the company should also make efforts towards competency development. The company 

should continue to work for developing capabilities and realization of best potential of the people.  

3. P. Usha (June 2013) “Human resource Accounting-International Developmental Implications for 

Measurement of Human Capital”. International Journal of social science and Interdisciplinary 

Research 

 According to this paper traditional accounting is going to be replaced gradually by modern 

accounting where International Financial Reporting Standard proposes and encourages alternative 

measurement and reporting standard which also includes Human Resource Accounting. 

4. Md. Amirul Islam, Md. Kamruzzaman and Md. Redwanuzzaman (2013) “Human Resource 

Accounting: Recognition and Disclosure of Accounting Methods and Techniques”. Global Journal 

of Management and Business Research 

 The author in this paper studies the models of HRA, identifies the human resource value, 

measures the cost and value of people to organization and investigates the cognitive and behavioral 

impact of such information. The author concludes in the paper that there is a need to prescribe the specific 

provisions for valuing human resources and disclosing the details of investment in Human Assets in the 

form of training and development expenses, salaries and other allowances through annual reports. 

5. Dinesh B. Raghuwanshi (July-December 2014) “Human Resource Valuation in Education Sector 

(need, challenges and possible solutions)”.Journal of Management Outlook 

 This paper is an effort to study the use of HRA in Education sector in a similar way as it is used 

by corporate houses. It was observed and concluded that when the corporate houses will actively 

participate in education industry where the motive could be earning profit then the use of Human 

Resource Accounting will be more clear and practical. 

6. Abolfazl Danaei, Hossain Abdi, Hushang Mohagheghi abd Majid Bajlan (2014) “Human 

Resource Accounting and Financial Reporting”. Indian Journal of Fundamental and Applied Life 

Sciences 

 The author in this article gives views regarding world demand of HRA and also takes help of 

Human Capital Theory of Labour Economics which supports the Human Capital. It is concluded in the 

paper that when managers go through the process of measuring human resources then they are more likely 

to focus on the human side of organization and consider human resources as valuable organizational 

resources. 

7. Enyi Patrick Enyi, Adebawojo Oladipupo Akindehinde (February 2014) “Human Resource 

Accounting and Decision Making in Post Industrial Economy”. American International Journal of 

Contemporary Research 

 The authors in this paper highlight the findings of 16 publically quoted Nigerian Banks where 

questionnaires were sent Simple Regression and ANOVA as statistical tools were used to study the data 
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and it was found that human asset significantly affects management decisions. It is recommended to 

capitalize all relevant recruitment, training and development expenditure in line with the treatment of all 

other assets. 

Research Gap- In none of the above studies the provision of new companies act 2013, Indian 

accounting standard-26 and IFRS -3 is studied to know the impact of  all these on human resource 

accounting. 

 Measurement and recognisation of Human resource 

According to Sir Mattthew Webster Jenkinson 

 Though your balance sheet’s a model of 

  What balance sheet should be, 

 Typed and ruled with great precision 

  In a type that all can see; 

 Though the grouping of the asset is 

  Commendable and clear, 

 And the details are given more  

  Than usually appear; 

 Though investments have been valued 

  At the sale price of the day, 

 And the Auditor’s certificate shows 

  Everything O.K; 

 One asset is omitted-and its worth 

  I want to know, 

 The asset is the value of men who 

  Run the show. 

No doubt human resource is the most important asset of the business where other factor of production are 

taken care of only with the dedicated, motivated and disciplined employees but till now there is no unity 

in accounting of human resource as asset rather the whole expenses incurred on human resource is 

assumed as an expense. The earlier contributor in this field are Rensis Likert, Brummet, Eric flamholtz, 
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pyle et el.  Human resource accounting was at first time recorded at R.G. Barry Corporation a foot 

ware manufacturer in Columbus Ohio USA in 1969 on experimental basis. In India Information 

technology companies and public sector enterprises are treating human resource as an asset.  

 The Indian companies act 1956 is replaced by companies act 2013 for the better accounting and 

management of business. But so far the services of human beings are concerned there is no exact and 

clear norms for companies to follow. Few companies are reporting human resource in their financial 

statement on voluntarily basis. Indian Accounting Standard-26 which deals with Accounting of intangible 

assets and IFRS-3 which relates to Business Combinations where the concept of fair value is used to 

disclose information shows how accounting is coming closer to Human Resource Accounting. 

Companies Act 2013 

Although number of changes have been introduced in companies act 2013 to make it more simplified, 

transparent and to bring it par with the global practices. There is introduction of corporate social 

responsibility to be undertaken by the companies and technological up gradation is done by enforcing 

electronic maintenance of record by companies. Rule 8 of companies act 2014 provides that every listed 

company and every other company having a paid up capital of Rs. 10 crores or more shall appoint whole 

time key managerial personnel. Further rule 8A provides that a company, other than a company covered 

under rule 8 which has a paid up capital of Rs. 5 crore or more shall have whole time company secretary. 

Key managerial personnel include managing director/chief executive officer/Manager/whole time 

director, company secretary and chief financial officer. Details regarding change in KMP and 

remuneration to be paid are disclosed in annual return of the company. The company is required to 

maintain a register of KMPs at its registered office containing details of KMPs. In the financial statement 

still there is no change when we talk of accounting of human resources. There is no mandatory provision 

with respect to disclosure of detail in financial statements although few companies in India are doing it on 

voluntary basis. The development in this context in companies’ act 2013 is disclosures of sKMPs in 

annual report. 

Accounting Standard-26 

The standard prescribes the accounting of intangible assets. This standard is mandatory in nature and 

comes into effect in respect of expenditure incurred on intangible assets during accounting period 

commencing on or after 1-4-2003. According to this standard an intangible asset should be recognized 

only if it is probable that the future economic benefits that are attributable to the asset will flow to the 

enterprise and the cost of asset can be measured reliably. The amortization should be based on the 

pattern in which the asset’s economic benefits are consumed by the enterprise. If the pattern of 

consumption of intangible assets cannot be determined reliably, the straight line method should be used. 

IFRS-3 

The core principle of IFRS -3 is that an acquirer of the business recognizes the assets acquired and 

liability assumed at their acquisition date fair values and discloses information that enables users to 

evaluate the nature and financial effects of the acquisition. 

 If we look at the As-26 we find that although human resource qualifies with respect to the future 

benefits of the asset but so far measurement is concerned there is no uniformity of consensus in 

measuring human resource. Different methods give different result and there is no rule making body in 

India with respect to accounting of human resources. Neither the companies Act 2013 nor the income tax 

authorities give clear cut guideline for recording of such intellectual property. When we talk of IFRS -3 
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which advocate the use of fair value of assets and liabilities at the time of acquisition of the business, 

certainly show the road ahead for the development in the field of accounting the recognition of human 

resource latter or sooner in the financial statements of the company as an assets. 

Conclusion and recommendations 

With the advent of service industries where the cost of production does not comprises the cost of raw 

material rather talent and capability of human resource is vital for the development of the company, it was 

felt that its accounting of human resource shall not be considered as a choice rather a necessity for the 

mangers to take decisions regarding them and also to show the financial statements depicting true and fair 

value of the company. Researchers are required to relook at the problems of accounting of human 

resources and find out the required solution. More importantly the Companies Act, the accounting 

standard making board and income tax authorities must come out with the method of accounting of such 

asset and it shall not be made choice rather a compulsion to show it in the books of accounts of the 

companies. 
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